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1. Introduction 
Let H be an inner product space over the real or complex number field K . The 
following inequality is known in the literature as Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality: 
Hyxyxyx >< ,,, 222
where .,,2 Huuuu >=< And the equality holds if and only if x and y are linearly 
dependent. 
In recent years, many authors have studied the related topics such as reverses of 
Cauchy-Schwarz, triangle and Bessel inequalities as well as error estimate problem ]51[  .
And a lot of good results regarding the above problems have been obtained. In [6], the 
author provided a survey on the subject of Cauchy-Schwarz type inequalities. In [7], he 
gave a new counterpart of Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality and applied it to weighted Hilbert 
space and weighted sequences space. 
In this paper, we’ll investigate some new reverses of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in 
real or complex inner product spaces. The results obtained here complement the recent 
work of the references. 
2. Main results and proof 
Throughout this paper, H denotes an inner product space over the real or complex 
number field K .
Now,  the main results of the paper as follows. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that 0,,,  yxHyx and 0> satisfy the following 
condition: 
 { }.),(  = yzHzyBx
(a) If ,>y then we have the inequality 
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2
220 yx 2, >< yx  .],[Re 22222 xyxyx >< (1) 
 Moreover, the constant 1=m in front of 2 is best possible in the sense that it can 
not be replaced by a smaller positive number. 
(b) If ,=y then the following inequality holds. 
.,2,Re22 ><>< yxyxx (2)                         
The constant 2 is best possible in both inequalities. 
(c) If  ,<y then  
+
222 yx  ,,2,Re2 22 ><+>< yxyyx  (3) 
where the constant 2 is also best possible. 
Proof. Since ),,( yBx so ,22  yx which is equivalent to the following 
inequality 
.,Re2222 ><+ yxyx  (4) 
(a) If ,>y then we can divide (4) by 022 >y obtaining  
.,Re2
22
22
22
2
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 
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+
 y
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x
(5) 
By using the elementary inequality 
,0,,0,21 >+ baabba 


we have that 
.2 22
22
2


+

 y
y
x
x (6) 
 Making use of (5) and (6), we get  
.,Re222 >< yxyx  (7) 
By taking the square in (7), we obtain the third inequality of (1). The others in (1) are 
obvious. 
To prove the sharpness of the constant 1=m , assume that there exists a constant 
0>k such that  
,],[Re 22222 xkyxyx >< (8) 
provided that ),( yBx and .>y We should prove that 1k .
In fact, let Hzy >= ,),1,0(,0  with 1== zy and 
.0, >=< zy Put .zyx += Then  > yyBx ),,( and += 22 yx
.1,Re,1 22 =>=<+= yyxz  Therefore, we have 
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3.],[Re 222 =>< yxyx
By using (8), we get that ),1(  + k which implies 
)1(1 + k for any ).1,0( (9) 
Letting ,0+ from (9) we get that 1k . Hence, the sharpness of the constant 
in (1) is proved.  
(b) Since ,=y it is obvious that the inequality (2) holds. The best constant 
follows in a similar way to the above proof. 
(c) The inequality (3) is obvious from (4). And the best constant can be proved in a 
similar way to the above. We omit the details. 
 We have completed the proof of Theorem 1. 
Now, by using Theorem 1, we provide the second result in connection to 
Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality. 
Theorem 2. Suppose that 0,,,  yxHyx and Kba , satisfy the following 
condition: 
.0,Re >< xbyayx (10) 
(a)  If ,0)Re( >ba then the following inequalities hold. 
,,
)Re(4
1
)Re(
]),)(Re[(
4
1 2
22
22
><
+

><+
 yx
ba
ba
ba
yxbayx (11) 
where the constant 
4
1
is best possible in both inequalities. 
(b) If ,0)Re( =ba then we have 
.,],)Re[(2 ><+><+ yxbayxbax (12) 
 
(c)  If ,0)Re( <ba then  
.)Re(,
)Re(],)Re[(
2
22
ybayxba
ybayxbax
><+
><+
(13) 
Proof. It is not difficult to verify that the condition 0,Re >< xbyayx is 
equivalent to the following inequality 
.
2
1
2
ybaybax + (14) 
 Put ybaz
2
+
= and .
2
1 yba =
Then we have 
 .)Re(
4
22
22
22 ybay
baba
z =
+
= (15) 
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4(a) If ,0)Re( >ba then the hypothesis of (a) in Theorem 1 is satisfied . So from 
the second inequality in (1) we have  
2222222 ]),)(Re[(
4
1
4
1],[Re ><++=>< yxbayxbazxzx
22
4
1 yxba  . It follows that  
.]),)(Re[(
4
1
4
222
22
><+
+
yxbayx
baba
Hence, from (15) we get .
)Re(
]),)(Re[(
4
1 222
ba
yxbayx ><+ The first 
inequality in (11) has been proved. The second inequality in (11) is obvious. 
 To prove the sharpness of the constant 
4
1
in (11), assume that there exists a constant 
0>l such that  
,
)Re(
]),)(Re[( 222
ba
yxbalyx ><+ (16) 
provided that 0)Re( >ba and the inequality in (10) holds. We must prove that 
.
4
1
l
Put ,0, >ba and let .ayx = Then (10) holds , and from (16) we have  
ab
ybaa
lya
422
42 )( + ,
which implies  
2)( ba
abl
+
 for any .0, >ba (17) 
 It is easy to see that 
4
1
)( 20,
sup =
+> ba
ab
ba
. It follows from (17) that .
4
1
l
Therefore, the sharpness of the constant 
4
1
in (11) is proved.  
(b) and (c) are easy to be proved . We omit the details. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is completed. 
The following corollary presents a formula for error estimate concerning 
Cauchy-Schwarz’s inequality.  
Corollary. Under the hypothesis of Theorem 2 and if ,0)Re( >ba then we have the 
inequality: 
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where the constant 
4
1
is best possible in (18). 
Proof. It is easy to prove the corollary by using (11) in Theorem 2. And the best constant 
follows in a similar manner to the one in the proof of (a) in Theorem 2. So we omit the 
details. 
 It is obvious that the inequality (18) is better than the inequality (1.6) obtained in [8]. 
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